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SOLD

#Belize 1.74 Acre Seafront Parcel
near Corozal Town 
Price:  SOLD

Location:  Corozal District

MLS Number: L012308CZ

Lot size:  1.74 Acre

Unveiling an Exceptional Opportunity: 1.74 Acre Seafront Parcel, 3.5
Miles from Corozal Town, Belize!Imagine crafting your ultimate
coastal haven on this remarkable seafront parcel, perfectly situated
a mere 3.5 miles from the charming town of Corozal. This canvas
eagerly awaits your creative touch to shape a vision of home and
surroundings that’s uniquely yours.Nestled amidst a tapestry of lush
tropical foliage, this parcel offers a truly immersive experience in
nature’s splendor. Enveloped by awe-inspiring vistas of the azure
waters, you’ll find yourself constantly mesmerized by the ever-
changing dance of sunlight and sea.This location is an architect’s
dream, beckoning for your dream home to be brought to life. Its
strategic proximity to Mexico adds a touch of convenience, making
shopping and exploration an effortless delight. Imagine weekends
spent discovering the vibrant culture and flavors of Mexico, just a
stone’s throw away.One of the crowning features of this parcel is
the serene distance it provides from neighboring properties. With
most parcels exceeding ½ acre in size, you’ll relish the luxury of
space and privacy that’s truly a rarity. The symphony of rustling
leaves and distant waves will be your harmonious companions,
creating an ambiance of tranquility that soothes the soul.For the
adventurers at heart, this location is a gateway to a world of
experiences. Climb the ancient Maya temples that whisper tales of a
rich history, savor the delight of locally sourced fresh foods that
tickle your taste buds, and embrace a lifestyle where the sea
becomes an extension of your living space.Key Highlights:Seafront
parcel just 3.5 miles from Corozal TownUnobstructed views of the
captivating watersPerfect canvas for crafting your dream
homeProximity to Mexico for shopping and cultural
explorationAmple parcel sizes ensuring peaceful seclusionEnriching
experiences of history, cuisine, and coastal livingSeize the moment
to claim this piece of paradise as your own – a canvas to manifest
your aspirations and weave your own story. With a backdrop of sea,
sun, and tropical splendor, this property presents the quintessential
Belizean lifestyle. Don’t miss the chance to embrace the essence of
coastal living in a place you’ll proudly call home.Contact us today
and embark on a journey towards making this seafront haven your
reality!
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